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overseas

Situation

Filter out the noise with nLighten™ — the fully autonomous SIEM and MDR

platform that turns scattered data into powerful, actionable insights

A well-known Fortune 500 communications company with
significant investment in its security stack was concerned that
insider threats posed a gap in their security posture. Even with
a threat intelligence team, a hunt team, and multiple security
operations centers worldwide, they chose to add Cybraics
nLighten for its advanced ML and AI-based behavioral
analytics. Scalability and performance were critical as they
generated over 7TBs and 50B+ data points each day. 

Highly sophisticated security defense

compromised by an insider.

Solution

nLighten immediately identified a single host out of 1.5 Million
hosts in the network, making random connections to an
external server. The connections didn’t violate any security
policies or rules and didn’t trigger any of their other security
systems. Although the frequency of the communication was
variable, nLighten's analytics identified the behavior as
pseudo-random and flagged it as anomalous. The customer’s
initial investigation led them to believe it was advanced
malware; however, nLighten's risk assessment threat matrix
indicated the behavior wasn’t malware, but that of an insider
trying to hide their activity. Had the company attempted to
remediate the threat as suspected malware, it would have
alerted the employee.

nLighten finds the one in a million hidden

threat.

Success

The Cybraics’ expert SOC team
recommended further investigation using
the nLighten platform to track activities on
the host over a multi-day period. The data
was conclusive, proving the employee had
been intentionally exfiltrating sensitive
company information to an external host.
The company stopped the data exfiltration,
quickly built a case, and prosecuted the
insider.

Insider stopped, data secured,

criminal prosecuted.

The nLighten platform is a significant
departure from traditional security tools
in that it can identify threats that were
previously unknown to our environments
and it provides the rich context we need
to take action.

Visit Cybraics.com to  Schedule a Demo


